


“ALWAYS REALIZES 
SOMETHING 
CONSIDERING IT IN ITS 
BIGGEST CONTEXT,
A CHAIR IN A ROOM,
A ROOM IN A HOUSE, 
A HOUSE IN THE 
ENVIRONMENT,
THE ENVIRONMENT
IN THE PROJECT
OF A CITY”

WHO 
WE ARE
SPAZIO Company is a general contractor specialized in 

renovations and interior design with specific skills related 

to office environment, advanced tertiary sector, prestigious 

residential properties and showrooms. We operate all over 

Italy, with a highly qualified team. The company has a creative 

and planning staff composed by architects and engineers, a 

group focused on the Project Management, a team of qualified 

installers and craftsmen selected and trusted. Relying on 

SPAZIO Company guarantees that your needs will be met 

with cutting-edge ideas, innovative solutions, safe working 

processes, transparency, quick delivery times, guarantees and 

budget control.
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RE LAYOUT

Strict respect of deadlines, costs and quality 

standards agreed is our goal. SPAZIO Company 

provides the complete realization of a “turnkey” 

renovation project with planning, team coordination 

and full control over all processes, according to your 

needs. We range from small design projects to large 

renovation ones, always keeping in mind the final 

result and maintaining high work quality.

RENOVATIONS FURNISHINGS 

The space around us should be as welcoming in our 

home as in the office, where we must always feel 

comfortable. SPAZIO Company guides you in the 

selection of the products for your project, respecting 

the budget you define and maintaining high quality 

standards, is responsible for the supply of all types of 

furniture for home and office, customized or chosen 

by specialized companies, but always suitable for 

your needs.

Our experience and our commitment are here for 

you. SPAZIO Company will guide you to make the best 

choices to optimize and improve the functionality of 

your spaces, offering a service based on experience, 

know-how and partner recruitment, with the 

advantage of being able to rely on a single partner for 

the management of the entire project.
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SPAZIO Company has completed an office renovation and 
fit out project for a prestigious reality that operates in the 
insurance field. The project was very important and over 
120 workers were employed to complete it.

The works have created an innovative and design 
atmosphere, with spaces for smart working and different 
break and agile areas, made possible by the choice of 
refined materials and the use of personalized and elegant 
finishes. The project was enhanced by custom-made 
furniture designed by expert craftsmen and the creation 
and customization of design lighting elements.

Client: Insurance Company

NEW
WORKPLACE
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A 70s apartment converted into a modern house.

SPAZIO Company had the objective of realizing the living 
dream of a young career woman, who wanted to reflect 
herself in her apartment, renovating and furnishing it 
with style. A unique living room and kitchen area, hidden 
according to the customer’s needs by a sliding walls 
system. Soft colors for both walls and furniture make 
the environment even more elegant. Particular attention 
has also been paid to the bathrooms, one of which has 
a Jacuzzi tub, precious marble tiles and mosaic. Every 
house or apartment renovation is the priority of SPAZIO 
Company’s team, which is able to think of everything, 
always guaranteeing a high standard of quality at the best 
price.

Client: Private apartment in Milan

NEW
LOOK
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OFFICE
RESTYLING
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st2
Font monospazio
Project goal: create a new image for the company and offer a new working approach to the staff, encouraging communication, interaction and well-being.The project focused on the renovation and relayout of the offices with the implementation of new workstations, informal meeting rooms, private offices and break areas.  In addition, one floor was renovated to be used as a laboratory and locker room with the realization of a canteen and a kitchen.  The project has been completed with several tailor-made customizations that best characterized each area and allowed to increase the space and the corporate identity. The restyling was completed allowing the company to continue its activities for the entire period of the works.

st2
Font monospazio
Client: swiss multinational company 
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An important company operating in the IT sector, based 
in Milan, has assigned to SPAZIO Company a new task: 
to carry out an offices restyling project to improve the 
communication within the working environment. The 
need for space optimization and to have smart offices 
that encourage collaboration and communication 
between workers lead more and more companies to rely 
on professionals in the fit out and re-layout activity to 
redesign their spaces. . In this project two separate offices 
have been joined to create a single environment, which has 
been renovated not only in terms of finishes, but also in 
terms of office furniture.

Client: IT Company

NEW
STYLE
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SPAZIO  Company has successfully completed a shopping 

mall project. The challenge was not easy and the team of 

the Milan General Contractor completed the project by 

carrying out the work at night, so that the mall could open 

during the day. The project involved the restyling of the 

existing shopping center’s food areas, for a total surface 

of 700 sqm.

Several works were carried out: building assistance for the 

electrical system, installation of new �oors, installation 

of new 3D logos to highlight the new area, supply of new 

furniture, both standard and custom-made.

Client:  Shopping Mall

RESTYLING  
FOOD COURT
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Wood was chosen as the common thread of the office 
extension project and as a common element between the 
operational and executive spaces to “work together without 
creating formal differences“.This was the design criteria 
desired by the client. The whole office extension project 
was carried out using wood as the dominant element, 
which can be found in the floors, inside the operational and 
management offices, in the construction of the boiseries 
and in all the custom-made elements. The choice of finish 
was carefully considered from the very beginning, selecting 
with the customer the oak veneers, all from the same batch.

SPAZIO Company also took care of the executive design of 
floors and boiserie, which had to strictly follow the same 
structural grid of the false ceilings and facades.

Client: Office expansion

WOOD
DESIGN
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From a town club to the headquarters of an important 

cooperative operating in the hinterland of Milan.

SPAZIO  Company carried out all the necessary steps 

to realize the project desired by the client, managing 

the process for the construction works, electrical and 

mechanical systems, special furniture, integrated division 

systems, �oors and other �nishing works. All this in a very 

short time, in full transparency and with careful controls at 

every processing stage, to ensure high quality standards 

and excellent results.

Client:  O�ce transformation

TRASFORMATION
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Transforming an old family home into an apartment to rent 
to students, without losing its character.

SPAZIO Company goal was to conserve - even after the 
renovation works, the history of the house. This is why, 
although two lofts were built to increase the usable surface 
area, the ceiling with exposed beams was maintained, as 
well as some original portions of masonry. The original 
floor has been enhanced in every room thanks to a careful 
restoration procedure. Large part of the furniture is 
original; in part it has been restored, in part it has been 
made adapting the original elements.

EMOTIONAL 
RENOVATION

Client: Private realization
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SPAZIO Company took care of the interior design of 

the whole o�ce building, the canteen and part of the 

warehouse.

Speci�cally conceived and designed materials were 

used; within an environment no element lives alone but 

�nds coherence in the integration with the surroundings 

through a close search for perfection. No detail has been 

left to chance and every single aspect has functional and 

aesthetic value. The grooves built into the handmade metal 

false ceiling, for example, provide a release for the systems 

inspection and contain, at the same time, the LED lighting 

of the corridor. The hall has been totally tailor-made, 

integrating plasterboard partition walls to design with 

�oors, counter and soaring Green Marine Marble, whose 

block has been accurately chosen in the quarry.

Client:  New industrial settlement

INDUSTRIAL 
ARCHITECTURE
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renovation project for a prestigious company that has 

needed to move about 150 employees to the new premises 
and the project created a technical environment in line with 

was enhanced by the construction of inertial concrete plinths,
including high-precision instruments sensitive to

the transmission of external vibrations. The intervention was very 
important and over 60 workers were employed to complete

Client: Research Institute  

OFFICE AND LABS  
RENOVATION

the project in 180 days
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NEW OFFICE 
DESIGN
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For a leading manufacturing company, Spazio

The team took care of every phase of the project, from surveys

for a total area of about 600 square metres.

the construction phase of the building,

Internal works were carried out, such as new raised

enhanced by the supply of made-to-measure glazed partition walls

Client: manufacturing company

plasterboard and modular ceilings, glazed partition walls

are located on the ground and �rst �oors of a new building.
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of a company dealing with special parts for moulds.

The aim of the project was to automate the warehouses and give a new
look to the o�ces in order to improve the atmosphere, expand the

The focus of the project was the �tting out of the hall's facilities: 

using aerial platforms, a number of visible facilities were set up 

on steel walkways. To complete the project, standard furniture was 
provided for o�ces, meeting room and terrace, creating new functional 
and well-organised spaces.

business and, at the same time, increase the employees' well-being.

Client: specialised company

OFFICE FURNITURE
AND FIT OUT
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For the new Training Academy headquarters SPAZIO 
Company has installed double-glazed walls and 
maneuverable walls and has changed the false ceilings 
to give coherence and functionality to the new space. 
Also took care of the graphics so that each room could be 
personalized and identified.

For the headquarters offices, a re-layout office project was 
carried out for the new reorganization of existing furniture, 
the supply of new furniture, blind walls, glass walls and 
equipped walls. New break areas have been redesigned 
through custom-made furniture, PVC floors and custom 
graphics.

TRAINING 
ACADEMY

Client: Hyundai Motor Company Italy Srl
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It may take a little to get your house back, to feel it’s truly 

yours.

Sometimes it is enough to paint the walls in a di

color, change the r, replace the lights... and here is your 

house / room that previously seemed old, dark... become a 

new, bright environment, a place to return with serenity. 

Our company listens to your needs to understand and 

realize your wishes and expectations. A SINGLE partner to 

guide you in all your choices.

Client:  Private project

YOUR
HOME
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The building has always had double function, as expression 
of the corporate identity and as operational center. The client 
needed to change the building’s appearance which looks old-
fashioned, not very functional and not in line with an evolving 
city.

Specific paintings were chosen for the exterior, decorative 
materials to obtain the Corten-effect were chosen for the 
internal pillars, as well as design lighting fixtures, custom-
designed boiseries and a Corian front desk. It was a complex 
working site, in constant movement, which needed daily 
updates and clear signage to not interfere with the normal 
activities of the hall. SPAZIO Company took care of all the 
technical and aesthetic aspects.

BUILDING 
RESTYLING

Client: BNP Paribas Real Estate
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A 17-story building in the center of Milan, a company that has 

to move in record time, 10 es and 300 people 

could not lose their daily work operations. SPAZIO Company 

accepted the challenge.

Th out project involved the creation xible 

spaces, able to change according to business needs. The 

project not only provided for the furnishing of the spaces, 

but also involved the upgrading of the existing technological 

systems, the creatio backbones and structured 

cabling, the creation of new special security and video 

surveillance systems.

Client:  : DeA Capital Real Estate SGR

OFFICE  
FIT OUT
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SPAZIO Company turns your ideas into concrete works and 
artifacts. All strongly customized. The team assigned to 
the project pays attention and care special for the detail 
in order to directly deal with the multiple aspects of the 
work’s realization ensuring complete uniformity.

EVERYTHING
YOU
THINK

Client: Project works
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OUR
TEAM
Available, trained, careful to your 
needs... to make sure that your 
idea becomes reality, without you 
having to worry about anything.
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CUSTOMIZATION FLEXIBILITY

COMPANY 
VALUES

BUDGET ACCURACY PRECISION

We work with the client to 
calculate the project budget 
and we respect it through a 
strict cost control to avoid 
any unexpected costs at the 
end of the work.

Today, unfortunately, this 
term is not always seen as 
a value, but for our team 
honesty, seriousness and 
respect are important and 
essential words both in 
private life and at work.

Deadline compliance from 
the first step to the project 
completion.

Custom products and 
services according to specific 
functional, aesthetic and 
budget needs.

House or apartment, single 
office or building: we always 
adapt our work to customers’ 
needs, working on weekends 
and evenings to not stop 
company production.
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THEY’VE ALREADY 
CHOSEN US
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LEMEN
VOLLEY 
SPONSOR
The new amateur sport association LEMEN 
VOLLEY is born, from the fusion between the 
Almenno San Bartolomeo volleyball and the 
Almennese volleyball, with the aim to better 
operate on the area by always paying particular 
attention to young players. Both clubs have been 
operating for several years, and have always 

young players, considering this sport an important 
socio-educational vector.

In these years the competitive results are certainly 
important: presence in B2 SERIES championship, 
the achievements reached by the teams in the 
various categories of the youth sector and always 
at the top or present in the final rounds, make 
LEMEN VOLLEY one of the major regional realities.
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SPAZIO Company Srl

via Gaudenzio Fantoli, 7
20138 Milano
T. +39 02 58 018 428
T. +39 02 58 029 167
www.spaziocompany.it
info@spaziocompany.it




